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How to Make a RobotMaker Media, Inc, 2018

	
		
			Learn the basics of modern robotics while building your own intelligent robot from scratch! You'll use inexpensive household materials to make the base for your robot, then add motors, power, wheels, and electronics.

			

			But wait, it gets better: your creation is actually five robots in one! -- build...
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Real-Time Digital Signal Processing : Implementations and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
In recent years, significant advances in digital technology have led to the design and implementation of sophisticated algorithms, allowing accurate real-time processing of signals. Real-time digital signal processing (DSP) is of increasing importance in today’s engineering fields because of the demand for high performance, low-cost digital...
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Technological Advancements in Biomedicine for Healthcare Applications (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2012

	Technology continues to play a major role in all aspects of society, particularly healthcare. Advancements such as biomedical image processing, technology in rehabilitation, and biomedical robotics for healthcare have aided in significant strides in the biomedical engineering research field.


	Technological Advancements in...
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Instant Messaging in Java: The Jabber ProtocolsManning Publications, 2002
Written as a mid-level programming guide, this book provides Java programmers with the information and tools needed to create their own Instant Messenger client and server software. This software can then be used to create personalized IM systems or integrate IM features into existing software. Focus is given to the open source Jabber XML-based IM...
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Pyramid Algorithms: A Dynamic Programming Approach to Curves and Surfaces for Geometric ModelingMorgan Kaufmann, 2002
"Ron Goldman is a leading expert who knows the fundamental concepts and their interconnectedness, as well as the small details. The elegance of the writing and of the methods used to present the material allows us to get a deep understanding of the central concepts of CAGD. In its simplicity and pure beauty, the theory indeed resembles the...
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Qualitative Spatial Abstraction in Reinforcement Learning (Cognitive Technologies)Springer, 2010


	Teaching and learning are difficult tasks not only when people are involved but

	also with regard to computer programs and machines: When the teaching/learning

	units are too small, we cannot express sufficient context to teach a differentiated

	lesson; when they are too large, the complexity of the learning task can increase...
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Handbook of Multisensor Data FusionCRC Press, 2001
Multisensor data fusion is an emerging technology with important applications in both the military and civilian sectors, such as target recognition, robotics, medical diagnostics, and "smart" buildings. It draws on techniques from wide-ranging disciplines, including artificial intelligence, pattern recognition, and statistical...
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Tree Climbing Robot: Design, Kinematics and Motion Planning (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2012

	Climbing robot is a challenging research topic that has gained much attention from researchers. Most of the robots reported in the literature are designed to climb on manmade structures, but seldom robots are designed for climbing natural environment such as trees. Trees and manmade structures are very different in nature. It brings different...
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Hacking Roomba: ExtremeTechJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
The jetsons would be proud   

   

   A gizmo as cool as Roomba just begs to be hacked. Now, with this book and the official ROI specification furnished by iRobot®, you can become the robotic engineer you dreamed of being when you were 10. Build a Bluetooth interface for your Roomba. Turn it into an artist....
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Mechanical Engineering Education (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Mechanical Engineering is defined nowadays as a discipline “which involves the application of principles of physics, design, manufacturing and maintenance of mechanical systems”. Recently, mechanical engineering has also focused on some cutting-edge subjects such as nanomechanics and nanotechnology, mechatronics and robotics,...
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Advances in Tourism, Technology and Smart Systems: Proceedings of ICOTTS 2019 (Smart Innovation, Systems and Technologies)Springer, 2019

	This book features a collection of high-quality research papers presented at the International Conference on Tourism, Technology & Systems (ICOTTS 2019), held at the Universidad Abierta Interamericana, in Buenos Aires, Argentina, from 5th to 7th December 2019. It covers the areas technology in tourism and the tourist experience, generations...
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Registration and Recognition in Images and Videos (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2013

	Computer vision is the science and technology of making machines that see. It is concerned with the theory, design and implementation of algorithms that can automatically process visual data to recognize objects, track and recover their shape and spatial layout.


	The International Computer Vision Summer School - ICVSS was...
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